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INTRODUCTION (4 pages) 

1. Topic choice reason 

Grotesque topic originally coming from the history of nation 

literature and resuscitating in the process of innovation for the core 

point of view of Grotesque is the main expression of democracy liberty, 

the sense of Grotesque with images of standard deviation combined 

with the demand of criticizing the backwards, the devils. According to 

M.Bakhtin, novel is a form which is not completed at all, it is in the 

process of movement. 

From that, we realized that the Vietnamese fiction in the year 

1986 till now have had a great deal of effort to set its position in 

literature field. From the novel “War Sadness” written by Bao Ninh to 

“Beggars in the former times” written by Chu Lai, some novels of Binh 

Phuong, Ta Duy Anh, Nguyen Viet Ha, Ho Anh Thai, to the fiction of 

Dang Than, Thuan are a process of innovation gradually and strongly 

aiming at Vietnamese novels can catch up with the world literature 

trend.  

Grotesque take part in the inovation in literature in general and 

the Vietnamese contemporacy novel in particular. Applying grotesque 

theory to illuminate and interpret the innovation movement in 

Vietnamese literary will bring high practical and academic significance. 

We hope to point out the beauty, the uniqueness and creativity in 

grotesque construction as well as its aesthetic meaning. 

2. Research target and Research scope 

Research target: under grotesque, researches are made into 

remarkable Vietnamese fiction from 1986 to 2012 such as those written by 

Trần Dần, Bảo Ninh, Chu Lai, Hồ Anh Thái, Tạ Duy Anh, Nguyễn Việt 

Hà Nguyễn Bình Phương Nguyễn Xuân Khánh, Y Ban, Châu Diên, Uông 

Triều, Thuận, Nguyễn Đình Tú, Đặng Thân, Vũ Đình Giang... 

Research scope: Research scope is within the demonstration of 

grotesque through thought content Vietnamese fiction.  

3.Research methodology 

To reach objectives and fulfil the content of this study, we exploit 

the following methodologies: 

- Methodology of analysic and synthesize  

- Methodology of selection 

- Methodology of structure-system 
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- Methodology of comparison 

- Methodology of culture. 

4.Scientific significance of the dissertation 

Studying Grotesque Art in Vietnamese fiction from 1986 to 2012, 

we would contribute different view. The dissertation becomes the 

documentary to help study, teaching and learning Vietnamese literature 

after 1986. 

- The dissertation confirm the renaisance of grotesque art in 

Vietnamese fiction in detail and Vietnamese literature in general. It is 

the result of indepentdence, mind innovation, discern innovation. 

- The dissertation focuses on highlighting the character types, 

time-space of art under grotesque. Furthermore, On the demonstration 

method, the dissertation focuses on grotesque language, grotesque tone, 

grotesque symbol. 

- The dissertation point out the progress of grotesque from 

traditional literature to now. It is confirmed that to be the resource in 

national literature. 

- The dissertation evaluate the role ofgrotesque art for the 

renewval of Vietnamese literature in general and fiction in detail, make 

the renewval opinion about reality, man and type. By the way, It is easy 

to renew traditional asthetics by border of grotesque and homour, 

fantastic, horror.  

5. Structure of the dissertation 

Apart from the Introduction, Conclusion, Reference, the 

dissertation includes 4 chapters: 

Chapter 1. Overview of the research 

Chapter2. The Art of grotesque and modernism of Vietnamese 

literature from 1986 to 2012 

Chapter 3. The Art of grotesque in Vietnamese fiction from 1986 

to 2012 viewed Character world  

Chapter 4. The Art of grotesque in Vietnamese fiction from 1986 

to 2012 viewed Demonstration method  
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CHAPTER 1 

OVERVIEW OF THE RESEARCH SITUATION 

 

1.1. Research into grotesque in foreign literature 

The investigation into grotesque has long been studied in the world 

such as the piece of research on Rabelais of M.M.Bakhtin: The writing of 

Francois Rabelais and medieval folklore and Renaissance culture. The 

piece of research was divided into seven chapters. Thereby, M.M.Bakhtin 

presented a grotesque aesthetic model and demonstrated convincingly 

through the works of Francois Rabelais. Concurrently, we also access to 

the theory of grotesque realism, whose fundamental nucleus is laughter in 

the culture of folk humor. Particularly, it is grotesque body image in 

Rabelais's work and its origin. 

In the Bloom’s grotesque critique in The Grotesque, Bloom 

collected all the articles on grotesque and pointed out that the grotesque 

is expressed in many ways, for instance the grotesque in the art of 

human character-deformation in Kafka's incarnation, or distorted 

personality of human models, intellectual disability such as Anse 

Bunden and Addie body in the work When I lay down which is written 

by Faulkner. Moreover, the grotesque is also expressed in the art of 

narrate grotesque. In the article, The Grotesque in Gogol’s coat, James 

Joney pointed out that neither human nor phantom is grotesque but it is 

grotesque art language with rare language combination of storyteller 

and words in correlate association, paronomasia, game language and 

chatting stories, town gossip. In particular, J.R Holt’s conception makes 

impression when he stated, “The aesthetics of grotesque is the aesthetics 

of beautiful badness”. Because it breaks our common perception of 

beauty, harmony, order and meaning, it forces us to find sensation 

beyond the familiar categories of beauty and the known. Furthermore, 

its content must also include anomaly. Additionally, there also have 

some articles such as The grotesque aesthetic and prosody novel which 

was written by N.D.Tamarchenko, H.Hunter with The grotesque body 

in Gogol’s work, K.K Dzhafarova with The grotesque and the strange, 

S.Ovechkin with the article The grotesque in structural narration of 

stories The evening near Didanka hamlet, Yu.Yu. Danilkova with the 
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article The grotesque in F.Kafka’s works, E.V. Ponomarevawith The 

characteristic of the grotesquein small prose type of M.Bulgakov. 

Ya.Tsymbal said that grotesque, humor, illogic as the way to perceive 

world in literature in 20s – 30s of the 20th century. James Schevill 

mentioned to European and American grotesque art through three 

authors, Anderson, Bretch and Williams, T.Vorontsova with the article 

John Barth's characters as grotesque characters. 

Applying the contradictions of Bakhtin, Buu Nam analyzes the art 

of grotesque in the dissertation Poethology of character in Victor 

Hugo’s fiction. In addition, there are many writtings by authors such as 

Grotesque in Marquez’s Memories of my malancholy whores of Phan 

Tuan Anh, Nguyen Van Dan also mentions to grotesque in the work 

Absurd literature, The realism of Groteque in Cervantes’s Don Quixote 

of Phan trong Hoang Linh, Groteque in Franz Kafka’works of Nguyen 

Quoc Trinh. 

1.2. Research into grotesque in Vietnamese literature 

Researcher Lai Nguyen An in The characteristics of the angelic 

novel made the point of grotesque aesthetics, landscapes, and festivity 

sentences. According to Vuong Tri Nhan, the grotesque of Nam Cao's 

short story is understood as monstrous, peculiar, odd , strange 

phenomenon and everyday. Researcher Nguyen Thanh in the work of 

The Vu Trong Phung prosody novel refered to grotesque image in the 

composition of Vu Trong Phung. Dao Tuan Anh in the article 

Postmodern elements in Vietnamese prose in comparison with Russian 

prose indicating the type of grotesque human about body and soul, 

mental human. Also, in the topic of the type of grotesque, dysfunctional 

characters, there are other writings such as Lieu trai of modern   was 

written by Tran Le Bao, the article virtual world in the land of many 

ghosts of Le Nguyen Can, article The virtual world in the land of many 

ghosts which was written by Le Nguyen Can. Moreover, researcher 

Nguyen Dang Diep with the article Ho Anh Thai who adores structural 

play had lots of appreciation and critically acclaim about the 

composition of Ho Anh Thai. Besides, there also has Pham Ngoc Hien 

in Fantasy element  Under the cauliflower cloud of Thu Bon, Hoai Nam 

with the article The grotesque humor in Ten odd one night. 
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In addition, there is an indirect thesis discussing some aspects that 

are close to the grotesque as the thesis The whistleblowing factor in 

contemporary Vietnamese fiction was written by Tran Thi Hanh. Besides, 

Le Minh Hien in the article The postmodern impression in Nguyen Binh 

Phuong's composition through The old dead children and At the 

beginning and Thai Phan Vang Anh through Mark postmodernism in 

Vietnamese novels in the early 21st century is seen as one of the aspects 

of post modernism, Phung Gia The with the article Nguyen Viet Ha's 

novel and postmodern poetry, Nguyen Thai Hoang with the article The 

character of the difference in some contemporary Vietnamese prose 

works, Nguyen Thi Thu Nguyen with the article The art of character 

building in The Angel novel was written by Pham Thi Hoai. 

1.3. Evaluating the research situation and orientation of the thesis 

It can be said that all of the previous research that we found out 

above can show the role of  grotesque art in the development of 

literature in general and Vietnamese literature in particular, especially 

for contemporary Vietnamese fiction. However, most of the research, 

writings, and opinions have only been stopped in the survey and 

evaluation of an author or a work. The comprehensive and systematic 

study of the grotesque art in contemporary Vietnamese fiction is still 

left open.The opinions and research results of the predecessors on this 

issue are a precious instructions for us to select the topic The art of 

grotesque in Vietnamese fiction from 1986 to 2012. 

Hence, we clarify that the topic The art of grotesque in Vietnamese 

fiction from 1986 to 2012 is a new, attractive and academic subject.  

 

CHAPTER 2 

THE GROTESQUE ART AND THE INOVATION IN 

VIETNAMESE LITERATURE FROM 1986 TO 2012 

 

2.1. Theory of grotesque 

There are many different outlooks on the grotesque. This term 

introduced into Vietnam can be translated in two ways: the rough 

(Nguyen Van Khau, Do Duc Huu, Vu Duc Phuc) or grotesque (Pham 

Vinh Cu, Lai Nguyen An, Tran Dinh Su, Le Ba Han, Nguyen Khac Phi). 
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In the English - Vietnamese dictionary, grotesque is understood 

through the following expressions: bizarre, combinations of people, 

animals and trees into a monstrous pattern, exaggerated or absurd motif 

in a funny way. 

According to the dictionary of literary terminologyand the 150 

literary terminology “grotesque is an art form (image, style, genre) 

based on the fantastic, humour, exaggeration, combining and 

contrasting in a weird, illusory or real sense, beautifulness with 

ugliness, tragedy with comedy, real with caricature. In addition to the 

dictionaries, literary researchers also have many different views on the 

grotesque such as Bakhtin, D.Nicolaev, Tarmachenko. According to 

Philip Thomson, in order to define the definition of grotesque, it is 

necessary to distinguish the concept itself from the concepts 

contradicted in grotesque, for instance the Disharmony, the Comic, The 

Terrifying, Extravagance, Exageration, Abnormality, The Satiric, the 

Plaful Grotesque. The author also put the concept of grotesque in 

relation to other related terms such as the Absurd, the Birazze, the 

Macabre, the Caricature, the Parody, the Satire. James Schevill's 

grotesque conception consists of three main elements: distortion, 

deviance, fantasy, and deformity. Moreover, there is the conception of 

grotesque from the semiotics of V.I.Tyupa, the psychological 

perspective of Steig. 

From these above opinions, we think that the first grotesque is the 

worldview, the art, the model method. The connotation of the grotesque 

concept is extended over time. Grotesque is an art form (image, style, 

genre) based on fantasy, humour, exaggeration, combining and 

contrasting in a weird, illusory or real sense, beautifulness with bad, 

tragedy with comedy, a mix of humour and horror, real with caricature. 

The art of grotesque is a special kind of convention: it is natural and 

attention to present an abnormal, unusual world. The most important 

nucleus is bi-values, ambigous, unfinished, abnormal, irregularity. In 

our point of view, it is necessary to distinguish the boundary about the 

concepts of Grotesque and Fantasy. Standing at the edge of the literary 

lines, we bravely conceive of grotesque that has fantasy but none of 

miraculousnessis grotesque. In the grotesque also has laugh, monstrous 
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element. Furthermore, the aesthetics of grotesque is the aesthetics of 

beautiful badness. Because it breaks our common perception of beauty, 

harmony, order and meaning, it forces us to find sensation beyond the 

familiar categories of beauty and the known. 

2.2. Grotesque in Traditional and Modern Vietnamese Literature  

In Vietnamese literature, grotesque has an old-aged tradition. 

Grotesque factors exist in any era in literature. Sometimes, they explode 

to become a climax and grotesque inspiration becomes the main source 

of inspiration. It, however, sometimes settles down to make room for 

other inspirations depending on the governing historical circumstances. 

2.2.1. In Folk Literarture 

Folk literature is associated with the folklore culture, in which 

grotesque is associated with cheerful, non-lurking laughter, for 

example, the image of the Nữ Oa Lady and the Four Statues. Grotesque 

in folklore such as: Lo mui muoi tam ganh long/Chong yeu chong bao 

rau rong troi cho. The folk song created a type of playful feminine 

character that is grotesque in both appearance and personality traits. The 

female image is shaped by the art of exaggerating the ugly. In addition, 

our grandparents are very clever when it comes to the sentence: Chong 

gi chong be/Be teo teo teo/Chan đi ca kheo/Lam an luoi bieng/Chang lo 

hoc hanh. Through the folk song, we can see the husband's grotesque 

image appear in a tone of reproach and sarcasm. The image of the 

husband is a kind of small one, characterized by laziness, lack of 

willpower, energy compared to the traditional male model “boys should 

be boys”. 

In addition, in the fairy tale the Coconut Skull, the character 

Coconut Skull is also the type of ugly, monstrous character with 

physical grotesqueness. Grotesqueness even contains a mystery when 

Coconut Skull transformed into a handsome boy. 

2.2.2. In the Middle Age Literature 

In the Middle Age literature, there were no conditions for 

grotesqueness to develop because the circumstances of founding and 

defending the country put forward the sacred duty of protecting the 

independence and freedom of the nation. Patriotism, therefore, was the 

inspiration and mainstream content of literature. Moreover, the Middle 
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Age literature is the literature of the self, the community, with the 

concept of “literature aims at conveying morality”, and the system of 

poetic convention. However, there are some phenomena that refer to 

grotesque methods. In Lam Son thuc luc, Nguyen Trai described Le Loi 

as one with a tiger head, a panther body, a tiger nose, long arms, and a 

voice sounding like a bell. In Dai Nam Quoc Dien ca (the Great 

Southern Song), the Lady of Trieu was portrayed as a three-meter-long 

breasted heroine that was far gifted than men. In the Sixteenth century, 

with Nguyen Du's Truyen ki man luc, it can be said that the return of 

grotesqueness was even at a darker level. The images of monsters, 

ghosts mixed with humans are an aspect of grotesqueness, for example, 

in the stories Cay Gao, Cai chua hoang ở Đong Trao. Based on the 

virtual illusion, the mix of reality and mystery, the author set out many 

issues of human values, humans want to find the worldly happiness, 

cherish the present while life is short, transient and vain, so only love 

and affection can bring meanings to them. 

In the Nineteenth century, with Ho Xuan Huong, once again 

grotesque inspiration was reborn through the poem Su ho mang. 

Grotesque sensation is expressed in a combination of contrasting 

poetical images, through humorous and ironic and ironic language and 

tone. In addition, the type of character with a grotesque tendency is also 

known through the teacher figure in Tran Te Xuong’s work. 

2.2.3. In Modern Literature 

In the beginning of the 20th century, the French colonialists 

invaded and laid the yoke of domination, Vietnamese society faced up 

with acculturation. The Europeanized/ Westernized society which was 

characterized by the struggle between the old and the new, the good 

values of the tradition overwhelmed, corrupted by the temptation of 

money, fame, and in which simultaneously there appeared many 

paradoxes was also the fertile soil for grotesque factors to revive and 

emerge dramatically. The time was a time of profound crisis. In its 

development, Vu Trong Phung was the one who used grotesqueness to 

write his novel Số đỏ. The grotesqueness here is mainly the combination 

of the things which cannot be combined such as melancholy - humour, 

falsehood - truth, morality - immorality, in the form of physical material 
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figures like em Cha, lady Pho Doan, Xuan the red hair, the characters 

wearing masks despite the fact that there are no carnival ceremonies, 

Miss Tuyet who is flirtatious with a mask of maidenly look, or lady Pho 

Doan who is lustful with a mask of bestowed virtue. 

In addition, in a satirical sarcastic tone, grotesqueness is also 

portrayed in the details of a funeral without human love looking like a 

festive procession during which its attendants flirt each other, laugh 

passionately at each other. Moreover, Nam Cao is also a writer who was 

highly conscious in the creation of the idiosyncratic images such as 

Auntie Hao, Nhu, Trach Van Doanh, Lang Ran. Up to this level, the 

grotesque figure has begun to be attached to the daily life, the daily 

routines. It is no longer associated with the mystery but with laughter 

and the ugly. 

In Vietnamese literature during the anti - French and anti - 

American wars, grotesque was not used much. The relationship of 

grotesque with tradition was ruptured and interrupted. The most sacred, 

most urgent, most vital mission of the time was to defend the country 

against the invasion of French colonialists and American imperialists. 

The literature mainly had a patriotic inspiration, revolutionary heroism 

and epic which cheered the people’s struggle. The dominant tone was 

an eulogizing one. Therefore, in literature at this stage there was no 

room for grotesqueness to be revealed. However, grotesqueness has not 

lost its flow which is still present in the novel Duoi đam may mau canh 

vac by Thu Bon. 

After 1975, the country entered a period of peace, a new era 

which requires a complete innovation. The reality of life is always 

dualistic. It is the reality mingled with melancholy-humour, falsehood-

truth, the good-the evil, the good- the bad, noblity and ignobility. 

Humans are not just good or bad, good or evil, but they are both. 

Sometimes they are good. Sometimes they are bad. Sometimes they are 

noble, but sometimes they are ignoble. The multi-dimensional 

biosphere itself is a favorable condition for grotesqueness to become the 

dominant inspiration in contemporary Vietnamese literature. A number 

of authors have used grotesqueness as a method and art to create their 

own artistic world such as Ho Anh Thai, Nguyen Binh Phuong, Bao 
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Ninh, Chu Lai, Ta Duy Anh, Nguyen Xuan Khanh. Nguyen Viet Ha, 

Doan Minh Phuong, Dang Than and so on.  

In different times, grotesqueness in literature directed at different 

subjects. Previous grotesqueness favored the satire on the bad like the 

eccentricity of Westernization in Vu Trong Phung’s work, human dignity 

and daily food in Nam Cao’s work. It can be said that the subjects or 

forms of grotesqueness from 1986 up to now have been directed at the 

perception of evil, the criticism of evil, deformity and norm deviation. 

The aesthetics of grotesqueness is the aesthetics of the weirdness, the 

abnormality, the beautiful ugliness. The weirdness which is created by the 

precarious gap between the reality-mystery, the “beautiful ugliness” is the 

mingling of the good-the bad, the good-the evil, nobility-ignobility 

through the literary works by Ho Anh Thai, Nguyen Binh Phuong, 

Nguyen Viet Ha, Ta Duy Anh, Chau Dien, Y Ban, Thuan ... Moreover, 

the grotesque in Vietnamese fiction from 1986 to the present is also 

associated with humour. Within the notional connotation of grotesque, 

humour becomes a fundamental nucleus together with contrast. Humour 

here is no longer a gleeful humour as it is conceived by M.Bakhtin, or a 

ironic sarcastic laugh but a humorous, mocking and joking one. In 

addition, grotesque in contemporary Vietnamese fiction is mingled with 

the horror elements. Moreover, there is also a borderline between 

grotesqueness and mystery in Ho Anh Thai’s works like Coi nguoi rung 

chuông tan the, SBC la san bat chuot, Nguyen Binh Phuong’s works like 

Nhung đua tre chet gia and Thoat ki thuy… 

2.3. Grotesque from the need of innovation in Vietnamese literature 

from 1986 to 2012  

2.3.1. Grotesque from innovating the idea of reality   

The reality of pre - 1975 literature is concerned of topics of 

revolution war, epical issues, revolution heroism. It is the joy of going 

to battle, being brave to fight against enemy, or the revolution 

optimistic, belief on victory and future. Artist can’t speak of sorrow, 

loss, tragic, solitude or secret desire. That is result of epoch 

characteristic.  

The artist’s right to reprove has highly evaluated since the 

Communist party’s renovating policy offered, literature was given a 
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new wind, reality was extremely opened. Peacetime reality is viewed 

from private, normal topics. The war was changed from protecting 

country to fighting against lure inside to avoid being destroyed by 

instinct. Opening reality border gives author permission to express 

some dark sides, leaved topics such as market policy, evil, sex, 

intuition, homo, spirit…  Moreover, facing to reality, authors do not 

glorify anymore but give question, dialog and doubt; critic becomes 

decisive inspiration.  

From that aesthetic basis, although writing about war, the view of 

Bảo Ninh, Chu Lai is not praise but focus on the other sides such as Noi 

buon chien tranh and An may di vang. War reality is concerned in 

peacetime view, it becomes obsessed and bare.  Grotesque image 

impresses readers of post-soldier’s loss and death.  

Besides, authors are brave enough to sensitive reality which could 

not be told even in history, they wrote humbly with few words. That is 

the north-border war against Chinese invader (Xac pham of Nguyen 

Đinh Tu) or the South-West border (Mien Hoang of Suong Nguyet 

Minh).   

The change in thinking of reality is expressed through 

relationship between literature and reality. Therefore, literature does not 

show reality easily anymore but create reality. Author owns the right to 

create art world which mix real and unreal ones. Reality depends on the 

eyes and views of authors. 

Moreover, the method to approach reality and creating also 

become different. Especially, authors who write in global circumstance 

without any relations to old poetics expressing in reappeared kind.   

2.3.2. Grotesque from innovating the idea of human being  

Contemporary focus on human being totally as a private one 

which is both awareness and unawareness, dream, memory. Character is 

not hero or anti-hero anymore but both good-bad, noble-humble; lonely, 

depraved, ridiculed, ugly, out of standard people are created. There is 

not much ideal one but they become smaller, more tragic in Ho Anh 

Thai writings as in Coi nguoi rung chuong tan the, SBC la san bat 

chuot, Muoi le mot đem, Nguyen Binh Phuong’s in Nhung đua tre chet 

gia, Ngoi, Thoat ki Thuy, Ta Duy Anh’s in Đi tim nhan vat, Tro đua so 
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phan. That is also the kind of mad character in Ngoi of Nguyen Binh 

Phuong. Lonely human in civilized, modern world as a small village in 

Tro choi huy diet cam xuc of Y Ban, in T mat tich of Thuan, The gioi C 

of Vu Nhat Lap. Multi-view of human gets in touch with private one, 

human is not only owner of history, he is not heroes but a trivial one. 

The way to approach human in historic novels is more and more 

civilized as Minh su of Thai Ba Loi, Mau Thuong Ngan of Nguyen 

Xuan Khanh… 

 Besides, literature also focuses on human of instinct life, 

mankind, strong man fighting for living right in nature, material, body 

as  Lily in Nhung nga tu va nhung cot den of Tran Dan, the mother, 

painter in Muoi le mot đem, Yen Thanh in Coi nguoi rung chuong tan 

the of Ho Anh Thai, Quang Anh in Ba ngoi cua nguoi of Nguyen Viet 

Ha Mong Huong in 3339 nhung manh hon tran of Đang Than, and the 

character of  I, monster in Tuong tuong và dau vet of Uong Trieu.  

Furthermore, authors also mention to spirit of human. Depending 

on experience, this aspect is explained in variety ways as in Nguyen 

Xuan Khanh’s Mau Thuong Ngan, Nguyen Viet Ha’s Co hoi cua chua, 

Khai huyen muon, and Nguyen Đinh Tu’s Xac pham. Especially, human 

is as a mixture of lives in Nguoi song me of Chau Dien.  

2.3.3. Grotesque from innovating the idea of fiction 

Fiction is a type which is not finished, always moved. 

Contemporary fiction can touch to the deepest area of human being with 

all of unconscious, dream… to discover human from inside with a lot of 

complex trends. That is the unfinished feature of grotesque.  

Fiction is the center of contemporary literature. We can find out 

the effort of a confidential author staff who tried their best for the 

development of genre. Novel grotesque show in Nỗi buồn chiến tranh, 

Da Ngan in Gia đinh be mon, Đang Than with 3.3.3.9 những mảnh hồn 

trần; Thuan mocking the novel of China town. On the other hand, there 

are some novel experiences as consciousness stream technique, dream, 

unconsciousness of Nguyen Binh Phuong, Ta Duy Anh, Bao Ninh, 

Phong Điep, especially super novel with Tuong tuong và dau vet of 

Uong Trieu, and trend of cannibalizing novel of Ho Anh Thai.  

In sum, on variety notions, we clarify the concept of grotesque as 
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a way to think, view of world, organize artistic image on fantasy, myth, 

humour, overstate, mixing and contrasting the fantastic and real, ugly 

and beautiful, tragic and comic, usual and unusual. On the other hand, 

the most characteristic of grotesque is bi-values, ambiguous, unfinished 

and unbalanced. Futhermore, Grotesque’s asethetic is asethetic beautiful 

ugliness. 

Therefore, grotesque has been existed for a really long period of time 

in the country history of literature. Of course, the concentrations of 

grotesque in each of periods are different. Grotesque has rebirthed strongly 

in Vietnamese fiction since 1986. 

 

CHAPTER 3 

THE ART OF GROTESQUE IN VIETNAMESE FICTION FROM 

1986 TO 2012 VIEWED FROM CHARATER SYSTEM 

 

3.1. Grotesque character  

3.1.1. Caricature character  

It can be said that, grotesque character in contemporary Vietnamese 

novel is most of normal life with grotesque characteristic, habit. It is 

different from great characters with fantastic feature as Rabelais’. 

First of all, we can see the caricature portraits in SBC la san bat 

chuot of Ho Anh Thai. It is a result of combining factors, the phenomenon 

which are in different phases: Đai Gia, Cop, Chang, Nang, Thu Ki, Luat 

Su, Giao Su. Besides, there are also characters with bizarre tastes such as 

someone who love funeral, fencing. Exploiting whimsical hobbies, Ho Anh 

Thai, in Muoi le mot đem, creates the image of a banana planting painter, 

nudist. Moreover, the cartoon in Muoi le mot đem is shown through the 

character Ông Vip who gives speech with closed eyes.    

Building grotesque character with monstrous feature, Vu Nhat 

Lap in The gioi C portrays the tragedy of an orange hand.  In addition, 

the character of the black face in Đi tim nhan vat is also a kind of 

grotesque artistic image. Imagery is made up of combining sad, happy, 

bizarre hobbies. Eccentric people contain many unknowns. The 

character portrait is a mixture of angels and evil, good and evil, reason 

and instinct, body and soul. It's not just the exploitation of bizarre tastes 
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and personalities, the controversial portraits of contemporary fictional 

characters are also bizarre faces. Nguyễn Bình Phương in Những đứa 

trẻ chết già has built many monster faces as the title of the work. 

Thereby, it speaks of the tragic existence of human beings. At the same 

time, it also reflects human alienation. In the same sense, Tạ Duy Anh 

has Thiên thần sám hối. In Nguyễn Bình Phương’s Ngồi, Khẩn – the 

man with bizarre hands, the collection of mischievous faces is a 

haunting image of human existence in front of the time-flow. This 

grotesque image appears in many of the novels written on the subject of 

urban, intellectual.  

3.1.2. Queer character  

Queer is one of the hottest and sensitive problems. Characters in 

Vietnamese contemprary novels are always exhausted by homosexual 

tragedy. They go totterrily in their own limit with solitude and hiding. 

Grotesque, which are built from queer grotesque, creates to grotesque 

characters, as I – reporter Nháp of Nguyễn Đình Tú, Ms Trinh, Vân and 

Vy in Vân Vy of Thuận... 

Queer grotesque shows out the spirit tragic of contemporary human. 

These characters always feel worry, harass, difficult to face with 

community’s preconception. They must live as if they wore mashes. On the 

journey to find themselves, they usually feel lonely and unhappy.  

3.1.3. Grotesque female character   

The grotesque art of female character in contemporary Vietnamese 

novels often emphasizes the type of material human, according to 

M.Batkhin, by exaggerating a characteristic or combination of realities 

and rumors, reality and fantasy. They are symbols of folklore 

prosperity. Apart from traditional conception about women of suffering, 

devoting, depending without no choice to decide their own life freely; 

throughout grotesque women get the beauty of independence, the 

awareness of human right to live, to enjoy sexual life. They are Mui, 

Ngo, Nu…in Mau Thuong Ngan of  Nguyen Xuan Khanh, Hon in Thien 

su of Pham Thi Hoai, the mother in Muoi le một đem of Ho Anh Thai, 

Mai Trừng in Cõi nguoi rung chuong tan the of Ho Anh Thai with 

ability to punish bad guys, or Yên Thanh.  Besides, if these female 

characters were created by exaggerating, combination of elements 
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which can not be combined, the character of Thao Mien in Đi tim nhan 

vat’s Ta Duy Anh; character was created by strange details: Self on fire. 

Moreover, the beauty of this image is the combination of angels and 

prostitutes. In particular, Lily is a combination of instinct and rational, 

sacred and profane feature (Quan Am underwear), mixing the absurd 

and the sense in Nhung nga tu va nhung cot đen. 

Sum up, the art of grotesque in building character in Vietnamese 

contemporary novel links to some normal-life symbols. They also begin 

to use fantastic, monstrous elements with laugh and enlarge some 

notions of characteristic. The aesthetic effect is that it can depict the 

alienation of contemporary people, the tragedies of the times, the 

reversal of all traditional values, the variations in the game with chaos. 

People is trapped in loneliness, inferiority, hunger for full liberation of 

emotional instinct, want to revolt against false, lowly, evil, rugged, 

boring things. Grotesque images focus on intellectual and feminist 

intelligentsia, the image of the woman, and the gender difference, 

standard deviations in the normative value system. 

 The character of contemporary Vietnamese fiction is also 

illuminated in terms of human material flesh, unconscious, instinctive 

and spiritual notions. Creating human in flesh is not for demeaning or 

under valuating, but for touching some delicate angles, expanding the 

faces of human exploration. Humans always make fun of themselves, 

those are ugly deformed, distorted, shabby people.  

3.2. Grotesque space image  

3.2.1. Grotesque rural  

In comparison, rural space in medieval Vietnamese literature are 

total different from the period 1930 - 1945, it is constructed by the art of 

grotesque which is becomes anomalous. It is not romantic, peace, poetic 

with banyan tree, shore anymore. This kind of space is built through 

village image with rice flower image that is as red as blood during 4 

seasons in Than thanh và buom buom of Đo Minh Tuan, the space of 

examination room is blent between the profane, obscenity with the spirit, 

dignified and serene feature, the weirdness of Thanh Chan, or village 

space in Nguyen Binh Phương’s Thoat ky thuy. In addition, in the novel 

Nhung đua tre chet gia, Nguyen Binh Phuong has created Phan village 
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space with the Linh Nham river flooded of illusions. Moreover, the 

grotesque space is mentioned through the carnival, such as the festival of 

Ong Đung, Ba Đa in Nguyen Xuan Khanh’s Mau Thuong Ngan. 

3.2.2. Grotesque city  

Firstly, grotesque space in contemporary novel is also concerned 

in some international conferences in Muoi le mot đem of Ho Anh Thai.  

In addition, grotesque is the mother’s funeral in 3.3.3.9 Nhung 

manh hon tran of Đang Than. He author links funny laughs through 

some details as great characters, laughing voices which is ridiculous and 

ludicrous. In the same inspiration, Ho Anh Thai well described lawyer’s 

mother’s funeral in SBC la san bat chuot. A big funeral has no 

commiseration. Laugh takes place of tear.  

Moreover, grotesque is expressed in lift space of Thuan’s Thang 

may Sai Gon. Elevator becomes maze space depraved human easily, 

turn to other one, loose themselves. Grotesque is also in bedroom with 

the symbol of Linga in Nhap of Nguyen Đinh Tu. 

3.2.3. War – life grotesque 

War space in Noi buon chien tranh is full of grotesque. War leads 

to death and sorrow, space of battlefield which is full of gas smell and 

the sound of horror, mixture of ghost and human. With the same of war 

space, Chu Lai in An may di vang created the grotesque space of living 

and death. The contrast between the beauty (virgin flower) and destroy 

(bomb and bullet) describes clearly the delicate human’s life. Not only 

that, the strong contrast between the two spaces: this sides and the other 

side of the river is between the beauty and the evil. Moreover, the war 

in Chu Lai's eyes is not only death, destruction, but also the rebirth by 

love, by the love of human values. Having sex is viewed under the 

perspective of the cultural folklore senses, which is the source of the 

proliferation. The basements in the war time are beautiful images 

keeping the hero’s characteristic, romance loss death and pain. And 

there is also fear. 

3.3. Time image of grotesque 

In Bakhtin’s opinion, grotesque image is always built on experience 

of upheaval, unfinished time.  

3.3.1. Past time and unusual view 
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The character I in Di tim nhan vat always doubt of past; he does 

not believe in past. That is the pain of a returner who tries to find out 

himself after many years but no one ever knows him. The past becomes 

magical as if it were covered by fog. History doesn’t fix itself. Moreover, 

there are some who refuses past such Ba Suong in An may di vang.  

3.3.2. Out of time – time of grotesque  

Stopping time is built by feeling of I-character in Đi tim nhan vat 

of Tạ Duy Anh, perceiving time of Dưỡng in Nhung nga tu va nhung 

cot đen of Tran Dan, I-character in China town of Thuan, T mat tich. 

Erasing the border of past, present and future, grotesque of time is 

affected by intuition, memory and consciousness stream. Non-drifting 

time or stopping time is inside time which is different from outside’s 

one. Subjective feature covers time; time gets its own color. It does not 

make other disappear but keeps emotion, human’s spirit world.   

3.3.3. Time erasing border between new-born and destroyed 

things  

This is unusual time which is out of linear order; it is reversed, 

broken like emotion stream which alternates present, past and future: 

Minh Sư, An may di vang, Nhung nga tư va nhung cot đen, 3.3.3.9 

nhung manh hon tran, Ngoi, Nhung đua tre chet gia. 
 

CHAPTER 4 

THE GROTESQUE ART IN VIETNAMESE FICTION FROM 

1986 TO 2012 VIEWED DEMONSTRATION METHODE 

 

4.1. Artistic language of grotesque 

4.1.1. The language of the overfamiliar with square 

The grotesque in the language of contemporary Vietnamese 

fiction is expressed through the use of slangs, smutty words, swear 

sentences, sidewalk language. The language of the modern day rushes 

into the work with all its roughness, livelyness and chaos. Sacred 

language, lower discourse of the great narrative. The disorder of the 

street, unexpectation of great things.It sets the stage for absolute 

freedom. The curses, the smutty words related to the body's secretions 

are a cosmetic code to approach the language of the novel. We canfind 
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that this kind of language through the discourse of Hai Hung and Thanh 

in the article The past beggary of Chu Lai, the wounded man in Nguyen 

Binh Phuong's Sitting Novel, the wounded man in Nguyen Binh 

Phuong's Sitting novel. Additionally, this type of language is also used 

to satiric the intelligentsia, to unmask, lay bare the essence of the sham 

intellectual elite. Moreover, the authors also refer to many other evil 

qualities of intellectuals: the words of the devil in Finding the 

personality of Ta Duy Anh, the words of painter Hoang Lan in Nguyen 

Binh Phuong's Sisting, Dinh's wife in Da Ngan's Little family. 

4.1.2. Network language 

This language appears in Dang Than's fiction, the grotesque 

combination of the traditional language. The keyboard word of the 

netizens is a component of the language of the work, along with the 

words of the author and character. The general structure in each chapter, 

in order, words of the writer, of the character to the words of the 

netizens. All of them are dialogues that between writers and characters, 

writers and readers. The words of the netizens contribute to expande the 

realistic boundary of the work. The language of characters is 

personalized in different forms of font. The aspiration of the author is to 

release absolute language. The grammatical notation, the common logic 

of the combination, to emotion and intuition flow.The spelling is not 

particular about grammar,the common logic of the combination, toflow 

emotion and intuition.The language of the fiction is wandering between 

prose lines. In addition, it is also known in chat windows between 

characters (Orphan stone and Fellow who is alone in a strange land) in 

Nguyen Dinh Tu's Drafts, in e-mails from Y Ban's Emotional 

destruction game, Vu Nhat Lap’s C world. 

Generally, this grotesque language brings the aesthetic effect of 

extending the real work. These are the realities of sexuality, instinctive 

color, subconsciousness, the absolute liberation of man in rigor of the 

solemn language formula.It touches the most wonderful memories of 

human in modern times. t touches the most wonderful memories of 

modern times. The combination of seemingly impossible language is 

the aesthetic expression of the grotesque of the aesthetics of the 

weird.As a result, the work is deeply inter-textual. At the same time, 
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create multi-bar for the work. 

4.1.3. Game languge 

The game language appears in Y Ban's Emotional destruction 

game novel, or adventure game genres in Finding thepersonality, games 

in C world...In the Emotional destruction game, Y Ban wrote about the 

protagonist who attended the game to write an email with the prize was 

a huge sum. In the fiction The little family, the writer considered writing 

as a game, an innocent game. Writing is a language game, a creative 

play. 

4.2. Grotesque artistic tone 

4.2.1. Parody tone 

The parody appears in most of the fiction that use grotesque. The 

parody is the dominant voice in the novel, appealing to us. Making fun 

of music, idiom, poetry, the close street language and popular of 

contemporary times which are numerous in works. The content of 

making fun of poetry and musicare the reality of the life of the 

townsmencorrupting, full of tempting, no standard, no traditional 

beauty.The time of the desire, the time of sexual throne, everyone lives 

for their desires. 

Ho Anh Thai scoffed at the incompetent literary world. With this 

sense of ridicule, Le Minh Quoc with the article World that is fun. 

Going further, in the Ten odd one night,the author also mocked both the 

economy of travel but of junk. Dang Than with 3339 the bare 

soulscreated a ridiculous view through the lens of sexuality, the power 

of Linga with the irregular language of the @ time. The objects are 

extended, Thuan in China town parodied Lover novel and Hoa Bac 

lover of Duras. . 

4.2.2. The unreliable and anxious tone 

In many fiction, writers created unmistakable tone, readers can 

believe or disbelieve in the story being told, even the character can not 

believe in himself. For example, in Minh su, the art of writing away 

between the truth of history and fiction created a voice of unreliable.In 

addition, the voice of my character in Crossroads and lampposts, Thach 

in Late revelation of Nguyen Viet Ha reflects on the belief that what he 

wrote is literary or not. Nguyen Viet Ha in Opportunity of God created 
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Tam character with a blasphemous god. Nguyen Viet Ha wrote about 

God with inspiration not for praise but as a query, he is also very alert 

to make characters unbelieving in his beliefs. 

4.2.3. The tone of self satire 

My character's spontaneous voice in The crossroads and the 

lampposts created a sense of inferiority, inferiority, and a little human 

kind before present situation. The human condition has never been so 

pitiful and so small. They have no right to decide their own destiny. 

They must be forced to partake in a pursuit game, suspected, sentenced 

though innocence. 

Moreover, we also caughtthe voice of this movement in Chu Lai's 

The past beggary. In the novel Bad women do not have gifts, Y Ban had 

let Nam character – a young female writer with deformed appearance 

with short legs as a type of disability – spontaneous about himself. 

Besides, we caught thespontaneous voice of the character of the writer 

Bach in The late revelation of Nguyen Viet Ha.  

4.3. The grotesque artistic symbolism 

There are many different opinions of symbols. We think that the 

symbol of grotesque is the system of symbols created by the grotesque 

thinking, the grotesque sense that contributes to the creation of 

grotesque reality.  

4.3.1. The sexual symbol 

In the symbolic system of contemporary Vietnamese fiction, the 

grotesque symbol expresses sexual symbol, which occupies an 

important position.Surveyed through the works of Ho Anh Thai, 

Nguyen Binh Phuong, Ta Duy Anh, Nguyen Viet Ha, Dang Than, Uong 

Trieu, Thuan, Nguyen Dinh Tu, we note that sexual factors related to 

gas birth and the act of sexual intercourse human. Most of the words 

have direct meanings andexpress of entities (No – Nuong, Linga – 

Yoni, chest), or act ofsexual intercourse. Especially the symbols related 

to female gas birth like the beautiful cheekbone in the novel of Mau 

ThuongNgan of Nguyen Xuan Khanh. Symbols relating to the male gas 

birthare mentioned in Nguyen Dinh Tu's Draff novel, deciphering the 

national identity through masculine sexual symbol, the perceived 

weakness of an ethnic group. Behavior ofsexual intercourse is described 
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subtly and ingeniously,it sometimes indirectly through nature and 

words. The moon is the original female symbol, of dreaming, of 

unconsciousness. The moon is the original female symbol, of dreaming, 

of unconsciousness. This is the primordial sleeping in us, alive in the 

imagination. 

Forests and scents also become the symbol of ambition, desire, 

collective unconscious memories. The orientation of sexual 

intercourseto nature is how the author refreshes and modernizes the 

notion of sexuality. At times, the authors directly portray the behavior 

of sexual intercourseof characters in their works, such as T’s missing of 

Thuan, Dang Than’s 3.3.3.9 naked souls, sexuality is considered as a 

part of human values. It is the beauty of man to maintain the race, to 

multiply and flourish. 

4.3.2. The dream symbol 

Moreover, the symbol in fiction also related to dreams. Dream is 

the form of the prototype. The prototypes can be understood as large 

symbols. Through surveys, we find that contemporary Vietnamese 

novel use dreams as symbols.Dream appears in the composition of 

Nguyen Binh Phuong, Ta DuyAnh, Dang Than… Through dreams, we 

can touch the adventure of memory, desire of the character. Dreams 

reveal another person, another side, another beauty in the spirit of 

man.In the dream, people are free to do what they like, gain mental 

pleasure.In the real world, we face limits, undue expectations, 

constraints of circumstances and despair, so people need dreams to 

balance their lives. The grotesque feeling makes the dreams peculiar 

and sexual. Dream of Khan in the novel Sitting of Nguyen Binh 

Phuong, dream of Mong Huong in 3.3.3.9 naked souls of Dang Than... 

4.3.3. The maze symbol 

Besides, the contradictory symbol in contemporary Vietnamese 

fiction also has a symbol of maze. It can be seen that the maze symbol 

in novel is projected through G street and the crowd and the 

phenomenon of singular anomaly in the novel Finding the personality 

of Ta Duy Anh. Together with the sense of maze, we find in The 

crossroads and the lampposts of Tran Dan, Sitting of Nguyen Binh 

Phuong, Me river of Chau Dien. Being the product of self-conscious 
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consciousness, as a means of approaching internal reality, the symbol 

contributes to the expansion of the dimension of reality, so that the 

work becomes more meaningful, and more humane. 

 

CONCLUSION 

1. Grotesqueness in Vietnamese fiction from 1986 to 2012 has 

inherited, developed and renovated grotesque art in the history of the 

nation’s literature. It is the continuity, the creation of grotesque art in 

the source of the traditional literature. 

Grotesque art has contributed to the innovation of the concept of 

reality, humans and genres. Literature not only reflects reality, but more 

importantly it also constructs the reality. Writers are empowered to 

construct the reality in accordance with their own perceptions and 

experience. The reality is what the I feel. All intertwine in such a way to 

reveal another dimension of reality. Accordingly, the reality in today's 

literature is not only what has happened but is also what is going on, 

what is being formed in progress with all the chaos, illogic, 

disorderliness, the reality in the human soul. The reality is not single-

dimensional, one-sided but multi-dimensional, multi-faceted and 

complex. It is the reality that lies at the edge of abnormality and 

normality, sacredness and vulgarity, unconsciousness, intuition and 

consciousness. 

More than that, grotesqueness participates in the establishment of 

a new conception of humans. The images of grotesque characters are 

mostly deviant, monstrous portraits which are both physically and 

mentally grotesque, especially those who are intellectuals, heroines, 

sexual deviants. Grotesqueness is an adventure of the mingling of 

fantasy and everyday life elements, laughter and the art of exaggeration 

and contrast. Writers have focused on exaggerating one or more 

personality traits of the character, pushing it to the extremes. The 

fundamental nucleus in the grotesque character is a kind of ugly 

deformed distorted person who laughs at himself. In the dehumanized 

world, the grotesque space in Vietnamese fiction from 1986 to 2012 

was a dehumanized space. It is supposed that it is mostly is a kind of 

ordinary space that has been illuminated by an unusual sense in which 
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are wonders, miracullous humans mingled between the earthliness, the 

obscenity with the spiritual sacredness, between the solemnity and the 

familiarity, the Bad, the Devil, the Good, the Aesthetic on the 

borderline of reality - mystery, illusory and horror, rationality and 

irrationality, melancholy - humour. Or it could be labyrinths where 

human beings are easily corrupted in various ways. Besides, grotesque 

space is blended by normal and abnormal elements. In the same way, 

time image is created via grotesque fashion with a variety of forms, 

which can be an abnormal prism of the past, where there is a mix of the 

Ugly and the Beautiful, or the time discontinuity, the colored time, and 

especially the blending of the present and the past with the stream of 

consciousness, birth and destruction, contributing to the breaking of the 

traditional notion of physical time, narrative time. It is not the kind of 

time in the circulating universe in the Middle Age literature, nor is it the 

kind of time outside the human being of New Poetry. Thereupon, a new 

concept of time was unveiled. Through their novels, contemporary 

writers have revealed that true time is not artificial time defined by 

humans within twenty-four hours, or time that follows a linear flow, but 

it is inside time as concieved in phenomenalism: essence is time. It is 

the time when people have fully lived with memories associated with 

love, companionship and humanity. Moreover, the time is fuzzy. The 

borderlines between reality and mystery, past and present are blurred. 

Time is not differentiated between before and after. Thereby, the 

discourse on the journey to seek for the true meaning of life is revealed 

when intuition is touched with the depth of the character. 

Supposedly, grotesqueness viewed from the image system and 

the mode of expression has contributed to changing the traditional 

aesthetic paradigm, establishing modern and postmodern aesthetic 

paradigm for contemporary Vietnamese novels. 

3. Simultaneously, the grotesque art in contemporary Vietnamese 

fiction is closely associated with the inspiration of criticizing the Bad, 

Ugliness condemning the evil with the popular themes such as dark 

patches, hidden corners in life.  Does the statement imply that writers 

are pessimistic about life and humans? While writing about the Bad, the 

Evil, creating humans who make themselves small, pitiful, ugly, 
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corrupted and who lose themselves in the chaos of earning a living, the 

writers still hurt, suffer from humans’ anguish, and still believe that in 

the most arduous struggle, human beings will be able to overcome and 

control themselves. The need to realize and criticize the Bad, the 

limited, the negative is a fundamantal one which helps humans perfect 

themselves. Writers have the right to write about the Bad, the evil, not 

to praise them, but allow humans to overwhelm, overcome and beat 

them. Through the process, the reader has the chance to reflect on 

himself and ponder how to live better and more strongly. 

With grotesque art, the generations of authors in literature in the 

doi moi period have strived to unfamiliarize the art world, creating a 

world full of irrationality, inconsistence, paradox and traumas. More 

importantly, it is also an effort to stretch the boundaries of the reality 

and genres. Vietnamese fiction thus become multi-tone and varied in 

form. In the innovation journey of Vietnamese literature, grotesqueness 

is considered to be the nuclear element of fiction, or in other words, the 

artistic essence of fiction, the central category of modern aesthetic 

paradigm. Grotesqueness is a tendency of novels in the world as well as 

in Vietnam in addition to other trends such as neo-historical fiction, 

existential fiction, sexual fiction, femininist fiction. Thus, we can affirm 

that there has been a grotesque fiction series present in Vietnamese 

fiction since the early 21st century. Thanks to grotesqueness, the fiction 

is enhanced. However, grotesqueness in each author, in each work is not 

exactly on the same level. In other words, for some authors such as Ho 

Anh Thai, Nguyen Binh Phuong, Ta Duy Anh, grotesqueness is boldly 

expressed with a world view. As for other authors such as Bao Ninh, 

Chu Lai, Thuan, Dang Than, Y Ban…grotesqueness only stops at a 

mechanism element. Thus, it is easy to realize the companionship of 

Vietnamese literature and the world literature. 
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